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 DESCRIPTION

22 x 12 MM

OP-P6-$

OP-S6

OP-P8

22 x 16 MM 

OP-P14

OP-P14-$DATE

26 x 16 MM

OP-C20

OP-S16

OP-M6

26 x 19 MM

OP-D20

29 x 28 MM

OP-MT7

OP-MX77

37 x 19 MM

OP-MX7

INK      DESCRIPTION

OP-ENC-OP1-2

OP-ENC-3L
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LABELLERS

 - 1 500 labels/roll - 42 rolls/case 

Labeller 2212 1 line 6 characters

Labeller 2212 1 line 6 characters best before

Labeller 2212 1 line 8 characters

- 1 000 labels/roll - 42 rolls/case 

Labeller 2216 2 lines 7 characters

Labeller 2216 2 lines 7 characters

 - 1 000 labels/roll - 36 rolls/case

Labeller 2616 2 lines 10 characters

Labeller 2616 2 lines 8 characters

Labeller 2616R 1 line 6 big characters

 - 1 000 labels/roll - 36 rolls/case

Price labeller 10 characters top and bottom

 - 700 labels/roll - 30 rolls/case

Labeller 7 characters 1 line

Labeller 7 characters 2 lines

 - 700 labels/roll - 25 rolls/case

Labeller 7 characters 1 line

Ink Open 1 ligne or 2 lines

Ink Open 3 lines
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LOADING INSTRUCTIONS
Open the baseplate by sliding the two
plastic grips, one on each side of the
machine, towards you. The baseplate
will fall open automatically.
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2.  Open the label-roll holder by pulling it
      upwards slightly.

Unroll approx. a 20 cm strip of label
and insert it into the top of the machine
guiding the strop gently until it comes
out of the bottom.
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4.  Insert the labal-roll into the roll-holder
     and then close it.

Close the baseplate making sure that
at least 15 cm of the label strip remains
free.

  

5.

HOW TO INSERT THE LABAL STRIP
6.  Insert this loose end of the label strip
     into the slot behind the roller, pushing
     slightly. At the same time squeeze and
     release the handgrip several times
     until the first label appears, correctly
     printed.

PRINT-SETTING
Move the arrow on the display to the
required position by pulling the settins
knob out gently. Turn the setting knob
until the required figure for that column
appears on the display.

Return the setting knob to its original
position by pushing it towards the
machine.
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PRINT-CENTERING
To centre the printing, you must adjust
the guide-plate inside the machine. Loosen
the screw and move the guide-plate up or
down along the base, as required. Having
set the position, tighten the screw. 
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INK-ROLLER REMPLACEMENT
10.  Pull lightly downawards on the front of the
      machine to open the small front protection
      plate whichwill reveal the ink-roller.

11. Use the special key and remove the old ink-
      roller. Hook the new roller onto the side
      hooks of the new ink-roller holder. Close
      the front protection plate.

INSTRUCTIONS
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